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A complete menu of Dom's Table from Lyme Regis covering all 18 menus and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What John Mills likes about Dom's Table:
Really exceptional meal tonight at Dom's Table. Never had such an intimate dining experience, with menus

personally tailored and each course presented in detail by Dom. It was so refreshing that the vegetarian menu
had as much thought and variety into each course as the meat and fish options. Serious food in a wonderfully
relaxed and comfortable environment. Would recommend to anyone Vegetarian options: Menu is flexe... read

more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in nice weather. What Freddie
King doesn't like about Dom's Table:

We paid a £20 deposit and arranged childcare and our booking was cancelled last minute and we were told we
can't have the deposit back. Nearby store owner said Dom hasn't been doing the restaurant for a few weeks so
seems dishonest that he has taken our money. There was another customer outside the restaurant at the same

time who had also booked and paid a deposit read more. The comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties
makes a visit to Dom's Table even more worthwhile, the restaurant serves however also menus typical for

Europe. Furthermore, there are several typically British meals on the card that give every Englishman abroad the
feeling of being at home, and you can look forward to the tasty typical seafood cuisine.
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Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Bottle� of Win� & Water
BOTTLE OF WINE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

SCALLOPS

SEAFOOD

MEAT

BUTTER

PEAS

SCALLOP
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